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We live in turbulent and worrying times. Since my last newsletter,
we have seen innocent people die in terror attacks in Manchester
and London, and now tragedy has struck again in London with the
horrific Grenfell tower block blaze. Our thoughts go out
particularly to the families of the victims as they try to come to
terms with the loss of loved ones and piece together their lives
again. So very sad! And now another senseless loss of life at a
Mosque in North London – just as I go to press!
Life goes on and thank-goodness we have our trains to help us escape the
harsh realities of life!
Summer is now upon us and for the past few days we’ve been basking in
tropical temperatures. Those of us lucky enough to have garden layouts
can get outside and enjoy playing trains in the fresh air. I was lucky
enough to be invited to a garden running session just a few days ago – a
great way to relax and have fun! I have included some photos in the ‘Out
and About’ section later, plus the header photo above.
I am also pleased to report that I have also had some further interesting
submissions for ‘Customer Corner’ this month, including one from the
USA. Read on for details.
Finally, on the ‘What’s New’ front the GWR 14XX loco/autocoach sets
are continuing to arrive, so you can see the latest details of what I have
available. There is also an update on the A4 release from Seven Mill
Models. These have proven extremely popular and stocks are already
very low. Finally, for those of you who enjoy European outline trains there
is news of a superb new release from ETS – a Prussian P8
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Out and About

HRCA Cambridge Running Evening – Fulbourn, 23rd May
Last month was so busy that I had to drop the reports on the regular
events I attend from the newsletter. So, to make amends I thought this
month I would kick-off with a report on one of my favourite HRCA
evenings and it certainly didn’t disappoint.

The Cambridge evenings are always fun and very relaxed. I am amazed
at the enthusiasm of the members as well. Between them they always
muster at least 5 layouts, normally 3 in OO, 1 in O Gauge and John
Wooley normally surprises us with a compact O Gauge finescale or
sometimes Gauge 1 display.
Highlight for me at this particular meeting was a wonderful Marklin train
dating from 1906/7. It was brought along by Martin Dawes who explained
that the loco, tender, two coaches and luggage van were originally
supplied as a boxed set. Martin went on to explain that they were offered
to him as a pile of rusty bits that were otherwise going in the bin! Thank
goodness Martin saw the potential and rescued them. What a charming
and very rare set he has managed to produce with some cleaning up and
sympathetic restoration!
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They are not totally original as various parts were missing and/or
damaged and the coach roofs for example have been hand made to fit as
the originals were long gone. But it just goes to show what can be
achieved with hard work and enthusiasm.

As someone who loves old
tinplate toys, I am always
bowled over when items
like this suddenly make an
appearance at these local
events. Thanks for sharing
Martin

John Wooley likes to vary
what he brings to
Fulbourn. His contribution
this month was a layout
representing part of the
Longmoor Military Railway
in O Gauge and featuring a
nice collection of military
diecast models
I often hear the assertion that this hobby has no future as there just
aren’t any youngsters interested in trains these days. So how heartening
it was to see two young chaps, plus their mum and sister all enjoying the
layouts. Below Richard Tremaine appears to have the entire family
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spellbound as he demonstrates one of the OO layouts. Sew the seeds
young – that has to be the way forward!

Bassett-Lowke Running Day – Cowper Arms, Digswell,
10th June
At the last meeting Mike Green was a little concerned that there wasn’t
that much stock to run. So for this meeting the theme was ‘Anything
you like, as long as you bring something to run!’

Well, I have to say that after a slightly slow start it was actually a bumper
turnout and an excellent day all round with plenty running as far as I
could see, I have to confess I did forget my camera so I only took a few
shots with my phone as it never seems to take great pictures indoors
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when it is quite dark (and the Cowper Arms is quite a traditional beamed
pub and does tend to be a little dark).

In his address, it was also good to hear from Mike Green that the recent
Bassett-Lowke Society 25th Anniversary Day at STEAM in Swindon was a
success. The museum management was very happy with the numbers
through the door and the society made a small profit after all expenses so
a ‘win, win’. I’d still like to see this repeated for the 30 th. I know it is a lot
of hard work but what a weekend it was.
This meeting was
also blessed with fine
weather and so the
informal swaps and
general discussions
tend to spill outside
which adds to the
atmosphere

The next Digswell will
be on Saturday Sept
9th, just as our
‘Indian summer’
starts 😊. The theme
remains the same;
‘Anything you like as
long as you bring
something to run’. I
look forward to
seeing you there.
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Playing Trains in the Garden – Market Harborough 13th
June
Richard Holder is still fairly new to the hobby but has come an awful long
way in a relatively short time. It was lovely to be invited to his garden for
some of Kathy’s home-baked cheese scones, sandwiches, tea and coffee –
oh, and also to play trains on his fantastic garden layout! 😊

When I first met Richard a couple of years ago (I think at Sandown), he
introduced himself as someone quite new to the hobby. Fast forward to
today and he has certainly made his mark! He has both indoor and
outdoor O gauge layouts, has a lovely collection of trains, is a regular
‘poster’ on the ‘Classic O Gauge’ web forum and together he and I
organise the Northants and Rutland O Gauge Group.

A few days ago, as the weather was set fair, I was delighted to be invited
to Richard’s for an informal outdoor train running session with high tea
thrown in! We were a small group of six but there were some superb
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models running and the layout with all its natural foliage is just wonderful
as I hope you will appreciate from the photos (including the header photo
of this newsletter).
I was a little late arriving so sadly I missed the early V2 Goods train and
LMS Ace Duchess and Bassett-Lowke Compound. However, if you would
like to cut and paste this link into your browser, a very clever man has
put together a fabulous video account of the entire running session.
https://youtu.be/EpCmSsHQwBY

Well done Steve (again!) and many thanks – love the sound track!

I have to say, I really appreciated being able to go along without my
trade hat on. It was nice to just chat about everything and nothing and to
enjoy the whole experience without worrying about setting up and
packing away.
Huge thanks to Richard and Cathy for hosting this and specially for those
cheese scones!
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The Harringworth Shuttle – Melton Mowbray to Corby,
Saturday 12th August
Here is something a little different, a chance for you to get out and about
on a steam train excursion from Melton to Corby via the impressive
Harringworth Viaduct and taking in some beautiful countryside on the way

On Saturday 12th August, Vintage Trains (www.vintagetrains.co.uk) are
offering two separate return journeys from Melton Mowbray – a luncheon
and an afternoon tea – over the Harringworth Viaduct topped-and-tailed
by a pair of steam locos - No. 4965 “Rood Ashton Hall” & Pannier Tank
No. 9600.
Both departures will leave Melton Mowbray and travel south towards
Corby, stopping briefly on the Harringworth viaduct, passing through the
village of Gretton, before travelling on to Corby and then returning by the
same route back to Melton. Depending upon the train taken either
luncheon or afternoon tea will be served. Full details, timings and ticket
prices are on the website (see above).

Of course, an added attraction is that from the viaduct you will be able to
see the village hall at Harringworth which is where the Northants and
Rutland O Gauge Group (NAROGG) now meets!
I would just point out that I am featuring these excursions purely as
something of potential interest to readers. I have absolutely no
connection with Vintage Trains whatsoever.
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Customer Corner

Wiliam Mansell is an ex-pat who has lived in California for many years. In
fact so long that Bill comments;’ they deliberately waited until I left the
country and changed the money from good old shillings and 2 bobs to
"new money" and then changed the way of measuring temps - all just to
confuse me in case I ever returned’.
I actually don’t think Bill has any real regrets living in sunny California but
he is about to move house, and that does give him one cause for upset.
Even though he is only moving a couple of miles away, he is about to lose
the fabulous outdoor Gauge 1 layout that he has enjoyed for many years.
So, before he goes he very kindly sent in a photo of the layout. It looks
great and I’m sure it will be much missed. But hang on Bill – how about a
new garden layout for your new home? What a great project to work on
once you are settled in!
Someone said to me
recently that in their opinion
the two things that add
realism to a steam engine
are a crew and a smoke
unit. Now smoke isn’t
always practical but in most
cases adding a crew is.
However, adding a crew to
an ETS USA Tank does have
its challenges, as Tim
Roberts recently discovered.
To get access the cab has
to be removed, but ETS
were incredibly helpful and
explained the process in
full and even sent a short
video clip to show how it is
done visually. It is one of
those ‘easy when you
know how’ jobs, so now
Tim has his crew installed
and is ready to roll!
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What’s New?

A4 Pacific 4-6-2

This magnificent new model has been disappearing fast over the past few
weeks and we are now virtually out of stock of several schemes – see
below for details.
Featuring twin-motors and twin-clutch mechanism by ETS, coupled to an
all-new and exquisitely detailed cast body by DJH, this magnificent new
release is 2/3 rail switchable and is a smooth and powerful runner as you
would expect from Seven Mill Models.
Only 66 models have been produced across four liveries and they are
extremely competitively priced at £750.00 plus P&P
LNER Garter Blue
(without Valances)

Dominion of New Zealand
Dominion of Canada
Commonwealth of Australia
Dwight D Eisenhower

LNER Lined Apple Green
(with Valances)
Silver Link (1 only)
Kestrel (1 only)

BR Green lined
(without Valances)

Dwight D Eisenhower (1 only)

BR Express Blue lined
(without Valances)
Sir Nigel Gresley (double chimney)
Dominion of Canada (1 only)
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➢
➢
➢
➢

2/3/Rail switchable
Powerful twin motors
Super smooth clutch drive
Cab detail with driver’s and
fireman’s seat

➢
➢
➢
➢

Highly accurate, detailed
body
Real coal in tender
Body colour Handrails
Screw type front coupling

With such limited availability of liveries and names please contact me to
check availability before you confirm your order. If possible please let me
have a 2nd choice as well.
Email: wjvintage@outlook.com or Tel: 07711092497
48xx/14xx Update
The good news is that, with the arrival of WJV01065, 4807 in GWR plain
black, all the single locomotive variants are now available.

Product Number WJV01062
GWR plain green 1420
ONLY ONE LEFT

Product Number WJV01063
BR green lined (late crest) 1450
IN STOCK

Product Number WJV01064
BR black lined (early crest) 1470
IN STOCK

ALL IN STOCK
£375.00 each
Plus P&P

Product Number WJV01066
Great Western plain green 4825
IN STOCK

Product Number WJV01065
GWR plain black 4807
IN STOCK

48xx/14xx plus Autocoach Sets Update
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As reported last month the first batch of WJV01071, a set comprising
1420 in ‘GWR’ lettered plain Green livery plus ‘Great Western’
lettered 40cm autocoach 178 in Chocolate and Cream arrived and
all sets are now all with customers. I apologise to those still waiting
as the balance of these are still a couple of weeks away. I’m afraid
when the balance does arrive, these sets are all sold out
Due to a slight mis-understanding instead of completing the balance, ETS
produced Set WJV01075 first, comprising 4825 in ‘Great Western’ preIN STOCK
war plain green with ‘GWR’ lettered 40cm Autocoach 163
£560.00
Plus P&P

At time of going to press, I have only 5 of these sets still available. I do
still have better stock of all the other sets that are still to be started
Don’t hesitate to get in touch and secure yours before it is too late. All
sets are priced at £560.00 each plus P&P

Product Number WJV01071
GWR plain green 1420 plus Great Western
Choc/Cream autocoach 178
SOLD OUT

Product Number WJV01073
BR black lined (early crest) 1470 plus BR
Carmine/Cream autocoach W169
COMING SOON – PRE-ORDER NOW

Product Number WJV01072
BR green lined (late crest) 1450 plus BR
Maroon autocoach
COMING SOON – PRE-ORDER NOW

Product Number WJV01075
Great Western plain green 4825 plus GWR
Choc/Cream autocoach 163
IN STOCK – 5 SETS AVAILABLE

Single Autocoaches
A first, very small batch (5 pieces) of WJV01067 ‘Great Western’
Choc/Cream Autocoach 174 has just been received and I am in the
process of sending these out to pre-order customers. Again, to be fair to
everyone I am working through the orders in the date order I received
them, so if I have not been in touch, I will be very soon when the balance
arrives.
The other schemes will follow in due course over the summer months and
I will update as regularly as I can. All single Autocoaches are priced at
£195.00 each plus P&P. For all Autocoaches ordered in pairs I will do my
best to send different running numbers
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Product Number WJV01067
Great Western Choc/Cream autocoach 174
BALANCE COMING SOON

Product Number WJV01069
BR Carmine/Cream autocoach W167
COMING SOON

Product Number WJV01070
BR maroon autocoach
COMING SOON

Product Number WJV01068
GWR Choc/Cream autocoach 167
COMING SOON

The Autocoaches all have interiors and interior lighting (with On/Off
switch). The lighting requires 2 x AAA batteries (not supplied) and comes
with fitting instructions. Figures (not supplied) are easily fitted for added
realism by following the instructions for roof removal.
NEW From ETS
Just before going to press I have received details of a really beautiful new
locomotive release from ETS.

The Prussian Class P8 of the Prussian State Railways (DRG Class 38) is a
4-6-0 locomotive built from 1906 to 1923. In all a total of 3948
locomotives of this type were produced making it the most numerous
passenger train locomotive in the entire world.
Not surprisingly there were many variants and ETS plan more releases in
the future.
However, available now are two versions, A P8 in Prussian Railway lined
green and a Class 38 in Deutsche Bundesbahn (DB) black with red frame
and wheels.
Both variants are available now and are priced at £955.00 each plus
P&P. The standard configuration is for 2-rail operation but ETS will supply
for 3-rail at an additional cost of £25.00
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Due to the high price, I do not intend to hold stocks of these but I will
gladly supply to order so do let me know if you would like one of these
stunning locomotives. I have regular deliveries from ETS so I should be
able to get one in within about 2 weeks
ETS 2-8-0 Austerity – LNER unlined black
You will recall that last month I mentioned a very limited run of 12 pieces
of a new Austerity loco from ETS. I will be due to receive 6 along with 6
for Raylo. Well, would you believe I have sold 4 of these already so I can
now offer just 1 pies in 3-rail and 1-piece in 2-rail configuration.
The artwork is done as per this mock up:

The red shadow will be added to the cab number but otherwise it is ready
to go. Prices are expected to be in the region of £650.00 for 2-rail and
£675.00 for 3 rail. There are currently no further parts available to make
more so once these are gone that will be it! Get in touch quickly to secure
one of the remaining two I have available.
Well Wagons from Darstaed
A month is a long time in O Gauge Railways!
Last month you will recall I announced that the much-anticipated Well
Wagons from Darstaed were to shortly commence production. Well sadly,
over the past few weeks it has emerged that due to a lack of commitment
from the Darstaed UK Distribution Network, it will now not be
economically viable to produce the 3-rail, coarse scale Well Wagons in
zinc alloy.
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Instead the proposal has been made to produce them in ABS plastic
instead. This better suits the 2-rail market for whom the zinc option was
felt to be too heavy. The 3-rail option would also be fitted with a nonswivelling hook type coupling.
On hearing this news, I immediately contacted my pre-order customers
and all bar two cancelled their orders. On this basis, I too cancelled my
entire order with Darstaed. However, Andries Grabowsky has been in
touch and said that he will be happy to supply me with 3-rail ABS plastic
Well Wagons should any customers want them. So, it is over to you. I will
order them if you want them. Please let me know as quickly as possible.
The price will remain at £59.00 each for 3-rail (£69.00 each for 2-rail,
finescale with Slaters wheels). Please see last month’s newsletter for full
livery details or contact me for the full list.

‘As New’ O Gauge Train Collection
This collection has been disappearing quite quickly.
Below is a list of the items currently still available. I have adjusted the
prices of one or two items to help move them (see below in red). If any
of these are of interest please let me know and I will reserve it/them for
you and can send photos for approval, if required. Obviously, these items
are offered on a first come, first served basis.

Product No.
Ace AC/2
Ace C24
Ace E10/T
Ace E21
Bachmann
BL99041
BL99060
BL99064
BL99077
Darstaed
Darstaed
ETS #184
ETS #184
Peco SL E697

description
Water Tower
6 Wheel LMS coach set (x3 per set)
SR 4-4-0 Schools 1885 Roedean (Navy Blue)
GWR 0-6-0 Pannier Satin Black
Brassworks A3 4-6-2 Flying Scotsman
4-6-0 Re-built Patriot BR late crest ‘E Tootal

qty
1
2
1
1
1

Broadhurst’

1

SR 3-Plank Wagon
BR 2-6-0 N Class Mogul (revised quiet Mech)
SR Van
BR (EX-LMS) P1 Corridor Coach Set A
BR (Ex-LMS) P2 Corridor Coach Set A
A1 0-6-0 Terrier Southern Black 636
A1X 0-6-0 Terrier BR late crest
Y turnout (new in box)

1
1
2
2
1
1
1

Price
each £
150.00
165.00
595.00
295.00
600.00
575.00
22.00
550.00
30.00
200.00
200.00
275.00
275.00
38.00

Note - All prices are plus P&P

WJVintage is on Facebook
Remember news breaks first on our facebook page so if you want to be
amongst the first to see what’s new, join up and ‘like’ the WJVintage
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page. We now have eased up to 294 ‘likes’ that follow us so why not join
them? Can we make 300 ‘likes’ by next month?

Northants and Rutland O Gauge Group is now also on
Facebook
I have also set up a Facebook page for the NAROGG meetings so if you
are a Facebook user and you would like to see in more detail what we get
up to at this fabulous new event, then please look us up and ‘like’ our
page. The next meeting is coming up on Monday June 26th and all our
photos and possibly even videos will be posted shortly afterwards.

See us at Shows
If it’s convenient and you’d like to save the postage why not come and see
us at one of the regular shows we attend in the Midlands and East of England
and you can buy on the day.
We always like to meet our customers face to face – it makes a pleasant
change from the virtual world we seem to live in these days!
Below are our forthcoming shows:
Monday June 26th – NAROGG (Northants & Rutland O Gauge
Group) Harringworth Village Hall, Gretton Road, Harringworth,
Northants, NN17 3AD – 4:00pm to 8:30pm
Everyone and all O Gauge welcome, £3.00 entry
Monday July 3rd - Cotswolds Area HRCA Meeting, Northend, Warks
Burton Dassett Village Hall, Top Street, Northend, Southam,
Warwickshire, CV47 2TN – 4pm to 8:30pm
Sunday July 9th – HRCA Mortimer Group, Mortimer, Berks
Special Modern Manufacture O Gauge Running Day
St John’s Hall, West End Rd, Mortimer, Berks
10am to 3:30pm (approx.)
Saturday July 15th – TCS Summer Show, Milton Keynes
Stantonbury Arts & Leisure, Stantonbury, Milton Keynes, MK14 6BN
10:30am to 5:00pm

Ordering from WJVintage is Easy
Online
We no longer operate the online ordering system as calculating the postage
for multiple purchases and overseas shipments was proving too complex. So
please use the website as a shop window and then place you order either by
calling or emailing me. This has the added advantage that I can confirm
stock, particularly for highly limited items. Please see below for full contact
details.
Credit Card
We have a credit/debit card facility so you can telephone and place your
order with us by calling 07711 092497 – please have your card to hand
when calling.
Cheque
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If you would prefer to pay by cheque, that is no problem either. Just
download the order form from our website and complete your
requirements. Then make a
cheque out for the total and post both order form and cheque to us at
the address shown. Please make cheques payable to WJVintage.
Email
Alternatively, you can place your order by email and payment can then
be made either by card, PayPal or cheque. Please note our new email
address is: wjvintage@outlook.com
Shows
We also take the credit/debit card machine to all our shows.

That’s all for now!
All the best

Paul
WJVintage

*********
Tel: 07711 092497
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www.wjvintage.co.uk

